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1. Introduction

Let ΩaR" be a bounded domain with smooth boundary 3Ω, and H=
L2(Ω) be the usual ZΛ space. A model equation under consideration is des-
cribed by the following parabolic partial differential equation with time delays

'±*L = . Jljuίt, χ)+JLιU{t—h, x)

ί° a(s)Jlji(t+s,x)ds+f(t,x), t>0,

dt

where <Jli(i—0, 1, 2) are elliptic differential operators of the second order in-
duced by the sesquilinear forms, /'^L\OC{R^" L\Ω)) is a forcing function,
h>0 is a delay time and a(s) is a real scalar function on [—hy 0]. The boun-
dary condition attached to (1.1) is, for simplicity, given by the Dirichlet boun-
dary condition

(1.2) « | Q = 0 ,

and the initial data is given by

(1.3) a(0, x) = g\x), u(sy x) - g\s, x) a.e. *€=[-«, 0),

GL 2 ( -A , 0; Hl(Ω)).
Let H=L\Ω), V=HftΩ) 2indg=(g0

9g
1)^M2=HxL2(-h,0; V) and A{(i=

0, 1, 2) be the realization of Jl{ with the boundary condition (1.2) in H=L2(Ω,).
Then the system (1.1)-(1.3) can be included in the following general class of
abstract functional differential equation (E) in a Hubert space H:

(1.4) *P- = A*i(t)+Aιu(t-h)+[ a(s)A2u(t+s)ds+f(t), t>0
at Jh
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(1.5) u(0) = g\ u(s)=g\s) a.e. *£[-/*, 0)

This type of equations having the highest order spatial derivatives in time
delayed terms has been studied by Ardito and Ricciardi [1], Ardito and Velnole
[2], Di Blasio [6], Di Blasio, Kunisch and Sinestrari [7, 8] for linear equations,
and by Yong and Pan [26] for quasi-linear equations. However, the structural
study as well as the adjoint theory for (E) as developed in Nakagiri [17], in which
general retarded equations with bounded operators in delayed terms are treat-
ed, has not been studied except for Tanabe [23], Jeong [10] and Kunisch and
Mastinsek [13]. The unbounded operators acting on delayed terms of equations
studied in [13] are given by fractional powers of operators which generate analy-
tic semigroups, and the equations do not cover the case studied in [23]. In
Tanabe [23] the structural operators are first introduced for (E) and the basic
properties of structural operators and solution semigroups associated with (E)
are announced, but the detail of results is not given there. Our approach to
the basic questions such as the existence, uniqueness and wellposedness of solu-
tions is close to that in Di Blasio, Kunisch and Sinestrari [7], but our treat-
ment using the sesquilinear forms gives a more general and convenient way for
the semigroup theoretical study of (E). In fact, our solution semigroup is de-
fined on a larger product space than that in [7].

The purposes of this paper are the followings; the first is to give complete
proofs of theorems in [23], the second is to develop a further and comprehensive
study of structural properties of solution semigroups in the product Hubert
space M2 including adjoint semigroup theory.

We will carry out this work in the following manner. First of all the exist-
ence and uniqueness result of solutions is proved in the M2-space structure
of initial conditions. Nest, by introducing the fundamental solution and the
structural operator F which is unbounded and represents the effect of time
delays, a simple form of the variation of constants formula for the solutions is
established. According to the formula the structural operator G(t) is intro-
duced to characterize the solution semigroup. It is important to develop the
adjoint theory of functional differential equations for practical applications to
control problems (cf. Nakagiri and Ύamamoto [18, 19], Jeong [11], Salamon
[20]). For this the transposed equation is introduced and the adjointness of
solutions, fundamental solutions, and transposed solution semigroups is inves-
tigated. The surjectivity of the operator F and the image of the specific opera-
tor G=G(h) are also studied. The structural operators F and G are used to
give the most useful relations between the transpsoed solution semigroup and
the adjoint solution semigroup. Finally, an application to a practical partial
functional differential equation of parabolic type as well as its transposed equa-
tion is given.
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2. Functional Differential Equations

First we shall give an exact description of the following functional differential
equation (E) on a Hubert space H:

(2.1) ^ψ)- = Aou(t)+A1u(t-h) + \0 a(s)A2u(t+s)ds+f(t), a.e. t>0
at J -h

(2.2) ιι(0) = g°, u(s) = g\s) a.e. *€=[-*, 0).

Let H be a 'pivot' complex Hubert space and F be a complex Hubert
space such that V is dense in H and the inclusion map /: F-»ίf is continuous.
The norms of Hy V and the inner product of H are denoted by | |, || | | and
< , •> respectively. By identifying the antidual of H with H we may consider
VaHaV*. The norm of the dual space F * is denoted by | | | |#. Let #(#, ϋ)
be a bounded sesquilinear form defined in F x F satisfying Garding's inequality

(2.3) Reφ^^oNI2-^!2,

where co>O and c 2>0 are real constants. Let Ao be the operator associated
with this sesquilinear form

(2.4) <v, Aou> = -a(u, v), u,v<=V,

where <(•,•> denotes also the duality pairing between V and F*. The operator
Ao is bounded linear from F into F*. The realization of Ao in i/, which is the
restriction of Ao to the domain 3)(A0)={u^V; Aou&H} is also denoted by Ao.
It is proved in Tanabe [21; Chap. 3] that Ao generates an analytic semigroup
etAo=T(t) both in H and F * and that T{t): V*->V for each *>0. Throughout
this paper it is assumed that each Ai(i=l, 2) is bounded and linear from F to F *
(i.e., A^Xiy, F*)) such that A{ maps 3){A^) endowed with the graph norm of
Ao to H continuously. The real valued scalar function a(s) is assumed to be L2-
integrable on [—hy 0], that is, a(-)^L2(—h, 0).

For brevity of notations, we introduce a Stieltjes measure η given by

(2.5) η(s) = - ^ , . ^ 4 - £ ^(?)rf?Λ: ^ - ^ * , ίe[-A, 0],

where %(_«>,-A] denotes the characteristic function of (—°°, — A]. Then the
delayed terms in (2.1) are written simply by J ! Λ rf^(i)i/(i+i).

In this section we give the existence and uniqueness result of solutions
and establish a variation of constants formula of solutions in terms of the fun-
damental solution.

DEFINITION A function Z/GL 2

O C (Λ + ; V) Π W^(R+; F*) is said to be a
solution of (E) if u(t) satisfies (2.1) and (2.2).
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In order to solve the existence and uniqueness problem for (E) we start with
the following proposition due to Lions [14; Chapter 3] and Tanabe [21 (see
also Lions and Magenes [15; Chapter 1]).

Proposition 1 For any uo^H andf^L2

loc(R+; V*) the Cauchy problem

(2.6)
at

= Aou(t)+f(t), a.e. t>0 , iι(0) = u0

admits a unique solution

(2.7) ueLUR+; V)n Wtf(R+; V*)cC(R+; H)

which is represented by

(2.8) u(t) = T(t)uo+\'T(t-s)f(s)ds , t>0.
Jo

Further, for each T>0 there exists a constant Cτ depending only on T, c0} cλ such
that

(2.9)

We shall solve the equation (E) by considering the following functional
integral equation

(2.10) u(t) =

Άt-s)f(s)ds

' T(t-s) f° dn(ξ)u(ξ+s)ds , t>0
O J -h

a.e.ίS[-A,0).

In view of Proposition 1, the solution u(t) of the integral equation (2.10)
satisfies the equation (2.1) in the sense of vectorial distribution (cf. Barbu [3;
Chap.l]).

Theorem 1 Let feLU.R^;V*) andg=(jf,g>)sHxL\-h,0;V). Then
there exists a unique solution u(t)=u{t;f,g) of (E) satisfying

(2.11) ueLU-h, oo; F) Π W^(R+; F*)cC([0, « ) ; # ) .

Further, for each T>0 there is a constant Kτ such that

du(t)
(2.12)

dt
dt

<K.'τ(\§Ψ+\°_h Hί
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Proof. Leg ft>0 be fixed and define the operator S: L2(-h, ft; V)-+
L2(0,b;V*)by

(2.13) {βw){s) = J°_A dη{ξ)w(s+ξ) a.e. ί€=[0, ft]

for w^L\—hy ft; F). Using Schwartz inequality, from AUA2^X(V, F*) and
a^L2(—h, 0) we have the following estimate:

(2.14) \\βwl\LHOb,v^

i f b < h

I/*-A,6; V) i f b^h '

where ||«IM*-*,0)=tfί* \a(s)\2ds)^.
For any β«ΞL2(0,έ; F) we define the operator «S: Z2(0,6; F)-^L2(0, δ; F) by

(2.15) (&,)(*) = W + Γ ZXi-*)(/(i)+^(*))&, <e[0, ft],

where the extension v^L2(—h, b; V) of v is given by

j*( ί ) a.e.ίe[0,ft]
v(t) = 1W U1^) a.e./e[-A,0].

It is easily verified, by Proposition 1 and the estimate (2.14), that S is into and
the image Im S is contained in Wι-\0, b; V*). Let vuv2^L2(O,b;V). If
b<h, then by (2.9) and (2.14)

\\Svι-Svt \\Lψ,b;v) ^ ((* ιι(' Txt-
Jo Jo

This implies that the operator £ is a contraction and hence has a unique fixed
point wEL2(0, ft; F) Π HP 2(0, ft; Γ*) for sufficiently small ft>0. This function
w gives a unique solution to the equation (2.10) on the interval [0, ft]. Com-
bining the estimates (2.9) and (2.14) via the equation (2.10) and using that ft
is small, we can verify that the estimate (2.12) for the solution holds true. By
the inclusion Z,2(0, ft; V) Π HP 2(0, ft; F*)cC([0, b];H), we see easily that ιι(ft)e
i/. Hence by the step by step method using Proposition 1 and the estimate
(2.14) we have the existence and uniqueness of a global solution u(t) of (2.10)
on R+ satisfying the estimate (2.12) for each 7">0 as shown in Di Blasio,
Kunisch and Sinestrari [7;Theorem 3.3]. •

Using Theorem 1 and repeating the similar argument in [7; Theorem 3.4],
we can obtain the following theorem on the 'strong' solution of (E).
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Theorem 2. Iff^W^(R+; V*) andg=(g\gι) satisfy

(2.16) gι^Wι-\-h, 0; V), g\O) = g°, Aog°+ ί° dη(s)g\s)ds(ΞH,

ί/ra ίλe solution u of (E) satisfies

(2.17) uGJFk2(-A, oo; Γ)n^,oc 2(Λ+; F^cC^tf) , <*>);#).

According to Nakagiri [17], we define the fundamental solution W(t) of

(E)by

(2.18)

In other words, W(t) is defined as a unique solution of

(2.i9) mo- m+ln'-tL*®****- ί S 0

O ί<0

in £{H). By Theorem 1 we see easily that W(t) is strongly continuous in H
and W(-)go£ΞLlc(R+; V) Π ϊF^ 2 (Λ + ; F*) for each^Giϊ .

If we want to get a stronger regularity of W(t) like as that for T(ί), we have
to solve the equation (2.19) for W(t) in the space -C(V*). For this sake we
assume the following additional condition on a(s), which is used essentially in
Tanabe [22, 24].

(2.20) a(s) is Holder continuous on [—h, 0].

Modifying Theorem 1 in Tanabe [23] on our Hubert space setting, we have
the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Under the condition (3.20), the fundamental solution W(t) is
strongly continuous in V*3 W(t): V*—>V for each t>0 and satisfies

(2.21) —W(t) = AoW(t) + [° dη(s)W(t+s) a.e. t>0.
dt J-h

The functions —W(t) and (^0+^) W(t) are strongly continuous in V* on each
dt

(nhy (n-{-l)h~\, n=0,1,2, •••, and the following estimates hold for some constants Cn:

(2.22) d
far tf=(nhΛ (n+ί)h]

\\\tJA0+c1)W(s)ds\\j:(vη<Cn
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By virtue of Lemma 1 we can derive the next proposition which is crucial
for the variation of constants formula of solutions.

Proposition 2. Let ftΞL\oc{R\ V*). Then the function v(t)=ff

0 W(t—s)f(s)ds
solves the integral equation (2.10) with £°~0, ^ = 0 and satisfies

(2.23) veLfoc(Λ+ V) Π Wg(R+ V*)cC([0, «>);#) .

Hence v(t) gives a unique solution of (E) with zero initial data.

Proof. Since W(t) is strongly continuous in V*, v(t) makes sense as a
Bochner integral in V* for each ί>0 . Noting that W(t): V*->V and W(t)
satisfies (2.19) in £{V*), we have for ί > 0

(2.24) υ(t) = \'o W(t-s)f(s)ds

[ (\'~S T(t-s-ξ) \[h a(τ)A2W(ξ+τ)dτdξ)f(s)ds

Using Fubini's theorem seveial times and noting that W(t)=O for £<0, we
transform the integrals / 2 ,1 3 in (2.24) as

(2.25) I2 = Γ (' T{t-β)AιW{β-s-h)dβf{s)ds (by s+ξ->β)
JO Js

= (' T(t-β)AΛβ W{β-s-h)f(s)ds)dβ
Jo Jo

= (' T(t-s)AΛ"" W(s-h-τ)f(τ)dτ)ds
Jo Jo

(by β-+s, s-+τ)

(2.26) 73 = (' (' T(t-β) ί° a(τ)A2W(β-s+τ)dτdβf(s)ds
Jθ Js J -h

= [' T(t-β)(\β (° a(r)A2W(β-s+r)dτf(s)ds)dβ
JO JO J-h

= Γ IXi-iS)((0 a(τ)A2 \β W(β-s+r)f(s)dτds)dβ
JO J-h JO

= Γiχ<-ί)((β a(r)A2[ΓTW(s+r-ξ)f(ξ)dξ]dr)ds.
JO J-h JO

(by β-*s, s-*ξ)

Hence by (2.24)-(2.26), we can verify that v(t) satisfies the integral equation
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I f* V f°

Jo Jo )-h V

in the space V. Next we shall prove (2.23). To this end we use the density
argument and Lemma 1. Let Γ > 0 and assume further that / G C P ( [ 0 , T]; V*),
0 < ρ < l , the space of Holder continuous functions in [0, T] of exponent p with
values in V*. Let | | / | | P = s u p ^ < ^ T \\f(t)-f(s)\\*\t-s\-p. Then by the esti-
mates (2.22), we have for t(Ξ(nh, (n+l)Λ], <T

(2.28) ll(Λ+£>(0ll* = lit' (Λ+^i)^)/(ί-ί)ΛIU
JO

+ ||ί' (A0+c^W{s)(f(t-s)-f(t-fik))ds\U
Jnh

+ΣII\ (Λ+«i)WT*)Λ/(ί-;*)ll*

+ιι(' (Λ+«i)»τ:*)Λ/(ί-«A)iι*

Σ

+ΣII JJ4

+1)* ( Λ + ^ ^ W ^ I I ^ ^ I I Λ ί - ̂ IU

+ιιJl

β4(Λ+«i)wτ:*)ΛiUv»)ιι/(ί-»ft)iu

^ Σ Cy I I/I |p \ (s-jh)-\s-jh)"ds

M -+^(^11/011*);

(2.29)

SIIΓ

Jn

h

nh US
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Σ ̂  \(j^W(s))\\
χ(v
,
)
\\f(t-s)-f(t-jh)\Uds

+\\W(t)-W(nh)\\
jχv
*
)
\\f(t-nh)\U

sup

for some constants Kx, K2. Here in (2.29) we use the uniform boundedness

because of the strong continuity of W{t) in F*. Since AQ+CX is an isomorphism
from V to V*, the estimate (2.28) implies ZJEL 2(0, T; V). In view of Theorem
2 in Tanabe [22] and the estimate (2.29), v(t) is strongly differentiable in F *
and its derivative is given by

(2.30) ^L=,m+^W{t-s)f{s)ds, ί>0,

and hence

(2.31) ll^-IU^II/WIU+^^+^ίsup ||/(ί)||*)

This estimate implies t>(')eW1>2(0, T; V*). Therefore, by differentiating the
integral equation (2.27) we can verify that v(t) gives a solution of (E) with the
data/eCflΌ, T\; V*) and^=0.

Now let /eLf o c (ie + ; V*). Since the Holder space Cp([0, Γ]; V*) is dense
in L\0, T; V*), there exists a sequence {/„} C C([0, Γ]; Γ*) such that /„->/
in L2(0, T; V*). Set

(2.32) ©.(<)=
Jo

It is clear by the strong continuity of W(t) in F * that

(2.33) vJί)->v(t) in F * for each
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Since vn{t)—vm{t) give a solution of (E) with f=fn—fm and £=0, we have by
the boundedness (2.12) in Theorem 1

(2.34) (Γ\\vJ®-vMt*+\T iψ-iψ- Γ*)
\Jo Jo at at IJJJ /

i.e., {vn} and {dvjdt} are Cauchy sequences in L2(0, T; V) and in L2(0, T; V*),
respectively. Then by the closedness of differential operator djdt in L2(0, T; V*),
there exists a function Ό,GL\0, T; V) Π Wh%0, T; V*) such that

(2.35) vn -* v0 in L2(0, T V), *£- -* *£- in L2(0, Γ; V*).

Combining (2.33) and the easy consequence vΛ(t)-*v0(t) in H from (2.35), we have
vo(t)=v(t) for each te [0, ϊ 1]. This proves that © GL2(0, Γ; 7) Π Wlf2(0, Γ; V*),
so that t; gives a solution of (E) on [0, 71] with the data / e i f o c ( i ? + ; V*) and
£ = 0 . This completes the proof of Proposition 2. •

Here we note an important consequence from Proposition 2. Let / e

LJU(Λ+; F*). Then by Lemma 1, we have

(2.36)

W(t-s)f(s)ds+A1 [' W(t-s-h)f(s)ds
o Jo

JO J-A

It is easily verified that all integrals in the right hand side of (2.36) make sense

S t rf
—W{t—s)f{s)ds makes

o at
sense as an integral in V*. Thus from Proposition 2 it is calculated by stand-
ard manipulations using the Lebesgue density theorem that

(2.37) -L^W{t-s)f{s)ds=f{t)+^W{t-s)f{s)ds a.e. ί>0 .

For each ί>0, we introduce the operator valued function Ut(*) defined by

(2.38) U,(s) = W{t-s-h)A1+\'_t W(t~s+ξ)a(ξ)A2dξ

= j S

A W(t-s+ξ)dv(ξ): V-»V, a.e. se[-h, 0].
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Let Γ > 0 be arbitrary fixed. Associated with £/<(•), we consider the operator
HJ: L\-h, 0; V)->L\0, T; V) defined by

(2.39) (<Vg1)(t) = \[kUt(s)g\s)ds, t<=[0,T]

for / e L 2 ( - % , 0; V). We want to show that HJ is into and bounded for each
71>0. For this sake it is convenient to introduce the structural operator
ί\: L\-h, 0; V)-*L\-h, 0; V*) defined by

(2.40) [F1f\(s)=\' dv(ξ)g\ξ-s)

= Alg\-h-s) + j '_ A a{ξ)A2g\ξ-s)dξ a.e. *e[-Λ, 0].

By simple calculations using Schwartz inequality we see that F1 is into and
bounded. Then by using Fubini's theorem as in Nakagiri [17; Lemma 4.1],
we have

(2.41) W ) ( f ) = j _ Λ W(t+s)[F^1](s)ds

= (' W(t-s)φ(s)ds a.e. st=[-h, 0] ,
Jo

where Φ( )=X&.*3[*ii*ι](- )^^ 2(0, T; V*). Hence by Proposition 2, HJ is into
and bounded for any Γ>0. At the same time we know HJg^W1'2^, T\ V%
Γ > 0 .

The following variation of constants formula of solutions are fundamental
in our structural study for (E) (cf. Nakagiri [17]). Recently Yong and Pan
[26] have derived a similar formula in a slightly different form under some ab-
stract assumptions on the delay terms.

Theorem 3. For f(=L2

loc(R+; V*) and g^g^g^tΞHxL^-h, 0; V), the
solution u(t)=--u(t;f,g), t>0 of(Έ) is represented by

(2.42) «(*;/,g) = W(t)g°+ (° Ut(s)g\s)ds+ Γ W(t-s)f(s)ds.
J-h Jo

Proof. Now it is obvious from the definition of fundamental solution
and Proposition 2 that, by the uniqueness of solutions in the class L\oc(R+\ V) Π
Wti(R+; V*)

(2.43) u(t;f, (g°, 0)) = W(t)g°+ (' W(t-s)f(s)ds.
Jo

Thus, it is left to prove that ίor gι^L?(—h, 0; V)

(2.44) u(t; 0, (0,/)) = j ^ Ut(s)g\s)ds = (<ϋ/)(ί).
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Since ^ e L ^ O , T; V) Π Wι'\0, T; V*) for each Γ>0, it is sufficient to verify
that

\ g\t) a.e. ί e [ - λ , 0 )

satisfies the integral equation (2.10) with g°:=:0,/=0. Let us set φ(s)=

Xί0 h-fiF^ί—s). Then we can write v(t) as Γ W(t—s)φ(s)ds for ί>0. If we set
* Jo

=z\vί '' — , then as proved in Proposition 2, ϋ(t) satisfies
0 a.e. *e[—A, 0)

β ( ί ) = -

Jo

+Γ 3

,0

Hence for £]>0, by defining

—s)φ(s)ds+ \ Γ(ί-ί)Λ»(ί-^)*
Jo

n(t—s)(\ a(r)A2ϋ(s+τ)dτ)ds , t>0
J-A

a.e. tts[-A,0).

T(i)—O for t<0 for simplicity, we have

v(t)=\j(t-s)[FM-s)ds

<rμ2,(^r)ir)ώ

— A

= J*
+ \" T(t-s)(Γ a{r)A,v{s+r)dr)ds

Jθ J-a

+ (' 2Xί-ί)((° dφ)v(s+r)dr)ώ
J h J "~h

= [*T(t-s)([0 dv(τ)v(s+r)dτ)ds, t>0;
Jo J-A

v(t)=^g\t) a.e. ίe[-/z,0).

This proves (2.44). Thus, we show the formula (2.42). •

3. Solution Semigroups and Structural Operators

As in previous researches [4-8, 16, 17-19, 20, 22, 23, 25] we take a product
state space approach to study the properties of solution smeigroups and the
adjoint semigroups associated with the functional differential equations. Our
main concern is to establish the relations between the semigroups and structural
operators JF, G(t) introduced in Nakagiri [17] and Tanabe [23] (see also Bernir
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and Manitius [4], Delfour and Manitius [5], Manitius [16] for those in
Euclidean spaces and Kunisch and Mastinsek [13] in Hilbert spaces). In
what follows we assume the condition (2.20) on a(s).

Let M2=HxL2(—h,0;V) be the state space of the equation (E). M2

is a product Hilbert space with the inner product

, k\s)>v ds ,

g=(go,g1)> k = (k\

where < , >F denotes the inner product of V.
Let g^M2 and u(t;g) be the solution of (E) with / = 0 . The segment ut

is given by ut(s;g)—u(t-{-s;g), ίG[-h> 0]. The solution semigroup S(t) as-
sociated with (E) is defined by

(3.1) S(t)g = (u(t;g),ul(';g)), t>0,

Then we have the following theorem which follows from Thoerem 1 and
and Theorem 2 as shown in Di Blasko, Kunisch and Sinestrari [7].

Theorem 4. (i) The family of operators {S(t);t>0} is a C^-semigroup
on M2.
(ii) 77?£ infinitesimal generator A of S(t) is characterized by

(3.2) SKA) = ig = (g0,g1) *>e W* \-h, 0; V),

g\0) = f, Aof+ j ° s dv(s)g\s)dse=H}

(3.3) ^ = (Λ^°+J_/'7(^1(^,i'1) for g = {!?,

where g1 denotes the distribution derivative dg1/ds.

In order to decompose the semigroup S(t) on the basis of the variation
of constants formula of solutions, we introduce the structural operators F and

G(t). The structural operator F: M2-+Mf is defined by F=(I °) i.e.,
\O Fι'

(3.4) [ ^ ] 0 = ^ ° , [Fg\x = F^, for g = (g*,

where F1 is given in (2.40). As is seen before F is into and bounded.
For t>0y the structural operator G(t): Mf->M2 is defined by

(3.5) [^Λ'W = W(t+s)f+\°_h W(t+s+ξ)f\ξ)dξ se[~h, 0],

[G(t)ff = [G(t)f]\0), / = (

In view of Proposition 2 we see that G{t) is also into and bounded. We define
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the structural operator G: Mf->M2 by

(3.6) G = G(h).

Proposition 3. The semigroup S(ΐ) is represented by

(3.7) S(t) = G(t)F+«(t), * > 0 ,

where κ(t) M2->M2 is given by

(3.8) [«(*)*]• = 0, [K(t)g]\s) = X[-h,.tis)g\t+s) a . e . ί e [ - A , 0 ] .

In particular, S(h) has the following decomposition

(3.9) S(h) = GF.

Proof. This proposition follows immediately from the equality

(3.10)
(g\t+s) t+s<0,

which is proved by Theorem 3 and (2.41), via the definition (3.5).
Using the trivial relation AS(t)=S(t)A on 2){A) and Proposition 3, we can

derive the following useful commutative relation between W(t) and Ao, -η.
A direct proof of the relation is given in Tanabe [23].

Corollary 1. For any £°e V, the following relation holds:

(3.11) A W W + Γ dv(s)W(t+s)f

- W(t)Aog°+ j° h W(t+s)dv(s)g° for all

Proof. By improving the proof of Bernir and Manitius [4; Lemma 4.1],
we shall show this corollary. For each g^Wι'2(—h, 0; V) it is calculated that

(3.12) j^[Fg]\s) = a(s)A2g\0)-[Fg]\s) a.e. ,e[-Λ, 0]

and -j-[Fg]\ a( )A2g\% [Fg\^L\-h, 0; V*). Tuetg=(g°,g*)e<3)(A). Then
as

by (3.3), (3.5), (3.7) and noting that W (s)=O iί s<0,

(3.13) [AS(t)g]°

== A0[S(t)g]°+j°_A dφ)[S(t)g]\s)

= A0W{t)g»+Aa j°A W(t+ξ)[Fg]\ξ)dξ
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+ ro j W(t+s)f+^ W(t+s+ξ)[Fg]\ξ)dξ ,

W+*) t+s<0)

= A0W(t)g° + (° dη{s)W(t+s)g°
J-h

j β _ ( A0W(t+s)[Fgf(s)ds+\~_'i dv(s)g\t+s)

+ 1 dv(s) \ \

J-t VJ-Λ

+Γ-»d v { ή (Γ-* Wf+'+WFiWMZ) ί f

and, by using Fubini's theorem and changing variables

(3.14) [AS(t)gf

f° dv(s)W(t+s)g<>

+ ( d-η(ξ)W(t+s+ξyj [Fg]\s)ds

[°_A (A0W(t+s)+j°_A

+ 1 dy{s)g\t~\~s) if

+ 0 if

On the other hand, by (3.3), (3.7) and (3.12),

(3.15) [S(t)Ag]°

W(t+s)[Fg]\s)ds

° dv(s)g\s) + [ W(t+s)a(s)A2g\0)ds
—h J—h

Since W(t) is differentiable and dW(ϊ)\dt is piecewise strongly continuous on any
bounded interval in R+ by Lemma 1, we use the integration by parts and
(2.40) to obtain
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(3.16)

° W(t+s)(-^-[Fg]\s))ds if
-t \ds '

°_A W(t+s)(j-[Fg]\sήds if

[W(t+s)[Fgγ(s)]<Lt-\° 4-w(t
J-t at

[W(t+s)[Fg]\s)]lk-\° -j-W(t+s)[Fgγ(s)ds if
J-h at

W{t) j°_A dv{s)g\s)-\~'h dv(s)g\t+s) if 0<:t<h )

W{t)^_hdv{s)g\s)-W{t-h)Aιg\Q) if t^h j

ds i f4-t at

j-h
if

From (3.15) and (3.16), we have

(3.17) [S(t)Ag]°

\° W(t+s)a{s)A2g°ds

dη(s)g\t+s) + \° A-W(t+s)[Fg]\s)ds if 0<t<h
J-t at

W(t-h)Alg\0)+\° -£-W(t+s)[Fg]\s)ds if t>h
J-h at

= W(t)Aof+

+

W(t+s)[FgY(s)ds if

° 4 " W ' ( ί + ί ) [ ^ ] 1 ( ί ) Λ if
-A at

\'-k

dv{s)gl(t+s) ίf °^
0 if

Here we note that all integrals containing [Fg]1 in (3.16) and (3.17) make sense
ί-Λ 0; F*) and Lemma 1. Since W(t) satisfies the equation (2.21)
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the sum of the last two terms in (3.17) equals the sum of the last two terms of
(3.15). Consequently, the trivial equality [AS(ήg]°=[S(t)Ag]° for g^3){A)d
W1>2(—hy 0; V) implies the commutative relation (3.11) for any g°^V. •

The following useful 'quasi-semigroup* property for W(t) is verified by
the semigroup property S(ιι+t2)=S(t1)S(t2) (cf. Nakagiri [17]).

Corollary 2. The fundamental solution W(t) satisfies

(3.18)

where

(3.19)

Proof. Let / e f f . Then by (3.7) the relation [S(t1+t2)(g0

J0)f=
0, 0)]° implies the equality (3.18). •

Next we shall study the adjoint semigroup S*(t) on the adjoint space of
M2, which plays important role in the control theory involving functional dif-
ferential equations. The ajoint space Mf of M2 can be identified with the
product space HxL\—h, 0; V*) via the duality pairing (we use the same
bracket as that of inner product)

(3.20) <*,/>*,

g =

By identifying the second dual F * * of V with itself, the second adjoint space
Mf* is identified with M2. That is, M2 is reflexive in this identification.
Hence, by the xeflexiveness, the adjoint semigroup S*(t) is strongly continuous
in Mf (cf. Hille and Phillips [9]). Further the infinitesimal generator of S*(t)
is given by the adjoint A* and is characterized precisely by the following theo-
rem. For relevant results concerning abstract functional differential equations
we refer to Webb [25], Nakagiri [17] and Kunisch and Mastinsek [13].

Theorem 5. The infinitesimal generator A* of S*(t) is given by

(3.21) 3KA*) = {/=(/°,/1);/°GF,/1ePF'1 2(-A, 0; V*),

Atf+f\0)€=H, f\-h) = Aff}

(3.22) Δ*f={Atf+f\0),a(-)Atf-r( )) for f= (f\P)<

Proof. We follow the argument in [17; Prop. 3.3]. Let
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and A*(f,/*)=(#, V)<=M%. Then for each (g°, gι)(=3)(A),

(3.23) <A(g°,g% {f,P)>Mi = <{?,?), (k°, #)>*,,

that is, by (3.3)

(3.24) ζAof+Aaft-lή+i' a(s)A2g\S)ds,f> + \° <g\s), f(s)> ds

First we assume/°e V. Let φ b e a scalar function such that

(3.25) φ<ΞWι \-h,% φ(-h) = 0, «?>(0)=l, (° a(s)φ(s)ds = 0.
J h-h

For g°&£)(A0) it is clear that g=(g°, φ(-)g°)^3){Λ). We substitute this g to
(3.24) and obtain

(3.26)

J° φ(s)k\s)ds> - <^°, j ° A φ(s)f\s)ds> .

The linear form l(g°)=<Aog°J°> on 3){A0) defined by the right hand side
of (3.26) can be extended to a bounded form 7 on V by the density of 1D(AO) in
V (note that AQ+cx: V-*V* is an isomorphism), and then Ί=Aff^ V*. This
means

(3.27) feVand<A0gO,f<>> = <§<>,Aff> for any feV.

Next we set

M(s) = j ^ **(£)#, iV(ί) = Aff+ j S

A a(ξ)Affdξ , s^[-h, 0] .

It is easy to see M^W^-h, 0; F*), iVeC^f-A, 0]; F*). For any
Wι'\—h, 0; iZ)(.i4o))> w e n a v e by using integration by parts

(3.28)

(3.29) (° <J(s),N(s)>ds
J h

), i\Γ(0)> - <χ-A), iV(-A)> - Γ
J -~h

), a(s)Aff> ds .
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Then by (3.28), (3.29) and taking adjoints, we find

> f1(s)-N(s)+M(s)

= <A9y(0)+Aiy(-h)+\° a(s)A2y(s)ds,ftt> + \° <J(s),f\s)>ds
J-h J-h

+ <y(0),k"-N(0)+M(0)y.

Hence if ye<D(A), then by (3.24)

(3.30) J°_A <J(s), f\s)-N(s)+M(s)>ds+<Aoy(O),

), k»-N(0)+M(0)>.

Let /e^)(Λ). Applying y(s)=f^Wι \-h, 0;3)(A0))n£)(A) to (3.30), we
get

<AoS°,f> = </, ^

so that by the extension and (3.27),

(3.31) ko = Atf+Atf+\° a(ξ)Atfdξ-\° k\ξ)dξ<=H.

Since Wι \-h, 0;3){A0))ς\W{A) is dense in Wι \-h, 0; V), it follows from
(3.30) and (3.31) that

(3.32) f\s) = N(s)-M(s)

= Aff+\' a(ξ)Affdξ-\S k\ζ)dζ, s<=[-h,0],
J ~* h J ~ h

and

(3.33) /*€= W^\-K 0;

Therefore by (3.31)-(3.33), £D(A*) is contained in the right hand side of (3.21).
The reverse inclusion can be verified analogously. So the proof is complete. •

Finally in this section we note that the condition (2.20) on a(s) is not nece-
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sary in Theorem 4 and Theorem 5.

4. Adjoint Theory for Transposed Equations

The purpose of this section is to give an elementary adjoint theory for trans-
posed equations and study the relations between transposed semigroups, adjo-
int semigroups and structural operators.

The 'transposed* equation (ET) in H with an initial data (<p°, φι)^M2 and
a forcing function AeLfoc(jK+; F*) is defined by

(4.1) ?M£ί = Afv(t)+Afv(t-h)+[° a(s)Afv(t+s)ds+h(t), a.e. t>0
at J-h

(4.2) v(0) = φ\ v(s) = φ\s) a.e. s^[-h,0)y

where A* denote the adjoint operator of At (1=0, 1, 2).
It is well known (cf. Hille and Phillips [9] and Tanabe [21]) that the adjoint

operator Af generates an analytic semigroup T*(i), which is the adjoint of
T(t)y both in H and F* and that T*(t): V*->V for each t>0. Then we can
construct the fundamental solution Wτ(ΐ) of (ET), which is strongly continuous
both in H and F* and Wτ(t): V*-*V, t>0 satisfying the same estimates in
Lemma 1. For simplicity we use the adjoint Stieltjes measure η*(s) defined by

(4.3) v*(s) = -X(_^hl(s)Aγ- J" a(ξ)dξAf: V^V* , s(=[-h, 0] .

Hence, as shown in Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 the solution v(t) of (ET) exists
uniquely and is represented by

(4.4) v(t)=Wτ(t)φ°+[° F,(*V(*)Λ+Γ Wτ{t-s)h(s)ds t>0,
J-h JO

where

(4.5) Vt(s) = J°ft Wτ(t-s+ξ)dv*(ξ): V->V, a.e. s<=[-h, 0 ] .

Now we denote the adjoint of W(i) by W*(t). First we shall show the
following important relationship in the adjoint theory.

Lemma 2. For ,

(4.6) Wτ(t) - W*(t).

Proof. By the identification of F * * with F, it is obvious that W*(t): F * - *
F for t>0. The commutative relation (3.11) in Corollary 1 implies, by taking
adjoint, the adjoint relation

(4.7) AfW*(t)+\° άv*(s)W*(t+s) = W(t)*At+\° W{t+s)*dη*{s).
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On the other hand, taking adjoint of (2.21), we have that W*(t) satisfies

(4.8) ^-W*{t) = W*(t)At+^ w*(t+s)dv*{s), a.e. * > 0 ,
at J-h

so by (3.11),

(4.9) -*-W*(t) = ΆfW*(t)+ (° dq*(s)W*(t+s), a.e. f>0 .
at J-k

This shows that W*(t) is the fundamental solution of (Eτ). Hnece by unique-
ness of solutions the assertion (4.6) follows. •

Calculating the adjoints of F and G(t) straightforwardly by means of the
pairing (3.20) and using Lemma 2, we can deduce the following representation
formulas.

Proposition 4. (i) The adjoint ί1*: M2-+Mf of F is given by

(4.10) [F*g]* = f, [F*gγ. = Ffg9 for ^ (

where Ff: L2(~h, 0; V)->L2(—h, 0; V*) denotes the adjoint of F1 and is repre-
sented by

(4.11) [Fff\(s)=\' dv*(ξ)g\ξ-s) a.e.*e[-A,0].

(ii) The adjoint G*(t): Mf-+M2 of G(t) is given by

'W = Wτ(t+s)f+j°s Wτ(t+s+ξ)f\ξ)dξ se[-h, 0],
(4 12)

[G*(t)fY = [G*(t)mθ), f=

By Proposition 4, we see that the solution v(t)=v{t\ φ) of (E p) with h—Q
is written as

(4.13) v(t; φ) - Wτ{t)φ«+ f° Wj(t+s)[F*φ[\s)ds .

Let us denote by {Sτ(t)}t^0 the transposed C0-semigroup on M2 associated
with the transposed equation (Eτ) and by Aτ its infinitesimal generator. Now
the following proposition is immediate from (4.13) and Proposition 4.

Proposition 5. The semigroup Sτ(t) is expressed by

(4.14) Sj{t) *

where κ(t): M2->M2 is given by (3.8). In particular, Sτ{h) has the following
decomposition
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(4.15) Sτ{h) = G*F* .

The adjoint semigroup of Sτ(t) and its infinitesimal generator are denoted
by S$(t) and A*, respectively. Taking adjoints of S(t) and Sτ(t) and using
Proposition 3 and Proposition 5, we have the following result.

Proposition 6. For t>0, the semigroups S*(t) and S$(t) are represented
by

(4.16) S*(ή = F*G*(t)+κ*(t), S%t) = FG(t)+κ*(t),

where the adjoint κ*(t): Mf~*Mf of κ(t) is given by

(4.17) [K*(0/]° = 0 > [ * W Γ W = Λ ' - O X D U + Λ W
 a e * e i-h> 0]

for /== (/°, Z1) Eilίf. In particular,

(4.18) S*(h) = F*G* , Sί(A) = FG .

On the ranges and the invertibility of the operators G, G*, we have the
following characterizations.

Proposition 7. (i) ImG equals ImG* and is given by

(4.19) W(-A, 0) - {φeilί 2; ^ e ϊ F ^ - A , 0; V*) ΠL2(-A, 0; F ) ,

(ii) G: Mf-^Wi—hy 0) w bijective and the inverse G" 1: W(—A, 0)-*Mf ώ ^
explicitly by

(4.20) a.e. ίe[—A,0]

[G-V]° = ^ ( - Λ ) , <?> = (Φ°, Φ1) e W(-A, 0).

G*:Mt-><W(-h,0) is also bijective and the inverse (G*)" 1: W(—A, 0)->M? ώ
£fwn fry ίA^ formula (4.20) m wAύrA 4̂0> ^(f) «r^ replaced by At, η*(ξ)y re-

spectively. In particular,

(4.21) Ker G = Ker G* = {0} Cl(Im G) = Cl(Im G*) = M 2 .

Proof. Since the inclusion Im GcS<^(—A, 0) is clear form Theorem 1 and
Proposition 2, it sufficies to show the reverse inclusion Im Gz)<W(—A, 0). Let

φ = ( ^ ( 0 ) , φ ^ G f f - A , 0) and define k=(k°y k1) by the right hand side of (4.20).
It is easy to see k^Mf. If we set u(t)=φ1(t—h), f e[0, A] and u(0)=φ\~-A),
iι(!)=0 a.e. ίS[-A, 0], then from (4.20) w( ) e PF^O, A; F*) ΠL2(0, A; F) gives
a solution of (E) on [0,A] with g°=<p\-h), g1=0f f{t)=k\—t) a.e.
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(note that φ\—h)eH,feL\0,h; V*)). Thus, by the uniqueness of solution
and the variation of constants formula,

u(t) = W{t)φ\-h)+^ W(t-s)f(-s)ds

= [Gk]\t-h) = φ\t-h), t e [0, h],

This implies Gk=φ> and hence lvaG=^(W{—K 0) At the same time we see
that G is bijective and the inverse G"1 is given by (4.20). The proof for G* is
quite same. Now the first relation in (4.21) is obvious and the second one fol-
lows readily from Φ{A) C S^(—hy 0). •

Related to the operators F, JF* we have the following Proposition

Proposition 8. (i) If Ax: V-+V* has a bounded inverse AT1: V*->V, then

(4.22) Im F = Im F * = Mf

and

(4.23) Ker F = Ker F* = {0}.

(ii) // Ax=Oy aεΞCι[-h, 0], a(-h)Φ0 and A2: V->V* has a bounded inverse
Aj1: V*->Vy then

(4.24) Ker F = Ker F* = {0}.

Proof, (i) Let f={fJι)^M^, g=(g°ig
1)^M2. In order to show

Im F=M%, we shall solve the equation Fg=f. Since AT1 exists, this equation
is equivalent to g°=f° and

(4.25) g\-h-s)+J_Λ a{ξ)AτιA2g\ζ-s)aξ = Aϊψ(s) a.e. *<= [-A, 0].

The equation (4.25) for g1 is a Volterra integral equation of the second kind, so
by the contraction mapping principle, we have a unique solution gι^L\—hy 0 V).
Hence we can construct a unique solution g^M2 of the equation Fg=f. This
proves ϊmF^=Mf and KerjF={0}. Since Ax is boundedly invertible if and
only if the adjoint A* is boundedly invertible (cf. Kato [12; p. 169]), as seen as
above we have ImF*=Mf and KerJF*={0}.
(ii) Assume A^0 and let g=(g°,gι)^M2 satisfy Fg=0. Then £°=0 and
g1 satisfies the Volterra integral equation of the first kind

(4.26) J h a(ξ)A2g\ξ-s)dξ = 0 a.e. ι ε [-h, 0].

Since a(s) is continuously differentiable, we differentiate the equality (4.26) and
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apply A2

ι to obtain

(4.27) a(-h)g\-h-s)+\S
βg(ς-s)dξ = 0 a.e. *e[-Λ,

The Volterra integral equation (4.28) is of the second kind by a(—A) 4=0, and
so this equation admits a trivial solution g1(s)=0, and hence ̂ f=(^ r 0,^ r l)=0. This
shows Ker F={0}. Noting Kato [12; p. 169] again, we see KerF*={0} readi-
ly. D

The next Proposition extends the key relation G(t-\-h)=S(t)G proved in
Nakagiri [17; Prop. 3.7], which plays a central role in the structural study of
retarded functional differential equation (E).

Proposition 9. (i) For tu t2>0,

(4.28) SftJGfe) = G(tx+t2)E{t2), Sτ(tι)G*{t2) = G fc+^Eft),

where E(t2): Mf-*Mf is given by

(4.29) [E(t2)fY = f , [E(t2)f)\s) = X<-t2,oi(s)f\s) a.e. , e [-h, 0] .

(ii) Fortlyt2>0,

(4.30) G*(OS*(ί2) = E^tJG^+t,), GftJSίfe) - E^tJGfr+t,),

w/r^ ̂  £"*(^i): M2-->M2 is given by

(4.31) [£*(fite]β = / , ^ ^ ^ V ) = Xc-MitoίW a.e. ,e[-A, 0].

(ii) For t{2:0 and t^h,

(4.32) SftJGίί,) = GMSffa) Sτ(tl)G*{t2) =

Proof, (i) Let f=(f,F)<=Mt. By definitions of S(<), G(ί) and (3.10),
we have for ίχ

(4.33)

J°_A ^(^+5+?) [FRO/] 1 ] (ξ)dξ

\[iι W(tι+s+ξ)[FιW(t2+-)f°](ξ)dή

+\[h Wfa+s+ξ) [_FJi\[t W(t2+' + a)f\a)da]^ (ξ)dξ
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By the change of variables a->ξ, the term I3 is calculated as

(4.34) I3 = j°_A \[h W(tι+s+ξ)dv(r) j ^ W(t2+a+τ-ξ)f1(a)dadξ

= J°_A \[k Wfr+s+a) j " 4 dη(τ)W(t2+ξ+τ-a)daf\ξ)dξ

= L (L ^i
so that

(4.35) /

Noting that W(t2+ξ)=O if ί 2 + f < 0 and applying the quasi-semigroup pro-
perty (3.18) of W(t) we obtain that

(4.36)

—A

On the other hand, we have for

(4.37)

—A

Substituting ί = 0 in (4.36) we have [5(ίi)G(ί2)/]°=[G(ί1+ί2)£'(/2)/]0. Hence
is proved. Similarly we have ST(t1)G*(tί)=G*(t1+

ψ
(ii) Taking adjoints of the equalities in (4.28) and changing tx and t2, we have
the relations (4.30).
(iii) The assertion (4.32) follows from (i), (ii) and that E(h) is the identity
operator on Mf.

The following result gives the interconnected property between the struc-
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tural operator G and the semigroup S(i).

Theorem 6. The following relations on G hold:

(4.38) S(t)G = GS$(t), G*S*(ί) = Sτ{t)G* , ί > 0

(4.39) G3){A%)c:3){A) and AG = GA% on ®(A%)

(4.40) G*4)(A*)c:£)(Aτ) and G*A* = ATG* on 4)(A*).

Proof. Substituting tλ=t and *2=A in (4.32) we get (4.38). It is well
known that the first and the second equalities in (4.38) are equivalent to (4.39)
and (4.40), respectively (cf. Salamon [20; Lemma I. 3.8]). •

Theorem 7. The following relations on F hold :

(4.41) FS(t) = Sf(t)F, S*(t)F*=:F*Sτ(t), t>0

(4.42) F3)(A)a3)(A^) and FA = A%F on 3){A)

(4.43) F*4)(Aτ)c:g){A*) and A*F* = F*AT on W(AT).

Proof. It is sufficient to prove (4.41). By (4.38) and (3.9),

G{S%t)F) = S(t)GF = GFS(t) = G(FS(t))

and, by Ker G = {0} in (6.21), the equality S$(t)F=FS(t) follows. The second
equality in (4.41) can be proved similarly. •

5. Examples

In this section we give an application of the results obtained in the pre-
ceding sections to practical partial functional differential equations.

Let ΩC Rn be a bounded domain with smooth boundary 3Ω. We set H=
L\Ω) and V=H1

0(Ω,). Let a(u, v) be the sesquilinear form in Ho(Ω)xHl(Ω)
defined by

(5.1) a(uyv)=\ {±

Here in (5.1) we assume that the real valued coefficients aij9 bh c satisfy

j=ajh (l<ij<n) and the uniform ellipticity

y = (Έ

for some positive v. As is well known (see e.g. Tanabe [21; Chaρ.2]) this
sesquilinear form is bounded and satisfies the Garding's inequality (2.3). The
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operator Ao: HtfCfy-^H'^n) defined through (2.4) in this case has the follow-
ing realization in L\ΓL). Let

(5 2) Λ = - £ - b ^ i j + % **>£;+<*) > *eΩ

be the associated uniformly elliptic differential operator of second order. Then
the realization of -~JL in L2(Ω) under the Dirichlet boundary condition is
exactly Ao> i.e.,

Aou = —JLu for u(=£)(A0).

It is not difficult to verify that Aou=—<Jlu for u^H\{Cί) in the sense of dis-
tribution and z/|aQ=O for u^Hl{Ω) also in the sense of distribution (cf.
Lions and Magenes [15]).

Next, let AL> j = l , 2, be the restriction to Hl(Ω) of the second order dif-
ferential operator <Jlt, t=l, 2, given by

(5.3) Λ. = - . έ JLtffryJL ^

where

It is clear that each At: JfiΓj(Ω)->/ί"1(Ω) is bounded without the ellipticity con-
dition. The kernel function a(s) is assumed to be an element of L2(—Λ, 0).
Now we consider the following parabolic partial functional differential equation

ΊM. = , jbu(t, x)+Jtyu(t—h, x)

+ (° a(s)Jl2u(t+s,x)ds+f(t,x), 0<t<T,
J — h

dt

having the Dirichlet boundary condition

(5.5) n | θ Q = 0, 0<t<T,

and the initial data given by

(5.6) u(0, x) = g°(x), u(sy x) = g\sy x) a.e. se [—A, 0), Λ

Here in (5.4) and (5.6) we suppose that

(5.7) fz=LUR+\H

(5.8) feL%Ω), ^ e L 2 ( -

Under the above conditions the system (5.4)-(5.6) takes the abstract equation
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form (E). Thus by applying Theorem 1, we have the following result.

Theorem 8. Under the conditions (5.7) and (5.8) there exists a unique
solution u(t,x) of the system (5.4)-(5.6) such that t->u(t, ) belongs to
LL(-h, oo HliΩ^nWl^iR+ H-1^)) and satisfies the equation (5.4) and the
boundary condition (5.5) in the sense of distribution and also satisfies the initial
data (5.6). Further, for each Γ > 0 there is a constant Kτ such that

(5.9) ( Γ \\u(t, .)\\^
\Jo

Next, we shall introduce the transposed system of (5.4)-(5.6) in the space
L2(Ω). Let a(u, v) be the sesquilinear form given in (5.1) and the adjoint oper-
ator A*: Hl(Ω)-*Ή~\Ω) be defined through the equation

(5.10) <μ,A*υ>=-a(u,υ), u,v&V.

The realization of A* in L2(Ω) is characterized as follows. Let us denote the
formal adjoint of Jl in (5.2) by Jl*, that is,

(5.11) Jl* = - ± Λ ^ ± ±

The realization of — Jl* in L\Ω) under the Dirichlet boundary condition coin-
cides with the realization of A* in L2(Ω). That is to say,

for

The adjoint operators Af of An * = 1 , 2, are given by the restrictions to Hl(Ω,)
of the following formal adjoint operators of <Λn c=l, 2,, respectively:

(5.12) Jl* = - J L J L £ J L.Σ yMχy)£ mx))+c\χ)

Evidently, A*: HftΩ)-+H-\a) is bounded.
The transposed system of (5.4)-(5.6) is now given by the following system

of equations

(5.13) 8t>(*'*) = Jl*v(t, x)+Jlfv(t-h, x)
dt

a(s)Jlfv(t+s,x)ds+h(t,x)y t>0,

(5.14) * | β Q = 0, t>0,
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(5.15) v(0, x) = φ\x), v(s, x) = φ\s, x) a.e. se [—A, 0),

In (5.13) and (5.15) it is assumed that

Under the above condition the system (5.13)-(5.15) can be considered as the
transposed equation (Eχ) Hence as shown in Theorem 8, we have the similar
existence, uniqueness and well posedness result for the transposed system
(5.13)-(5.15) as for the system (5.4)-(5.6).

Finally we give an explicit form of the fundamental solution for some spe-
cial case. Let 6 f =0, / = 1 , •••, TZ in (5.2) and assume that <Jί1=cΛ and <J12—O.
Then it is easy to see that Ao is selfadjoint with compact resolvent in L2(ί2),
and generates an analytic semigroup T{t) both in L\£ί) and H~\Ω). Further,
there exists a set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions {λΛ, Φn}n^i of AQ such that

λi>λ2> ••

Aφn = Xnφn , < φ Λ , φm>L* = δΛ W I n, m = 1, 2,

a n d

where <w, Φ> JL
2=/Q u(x)φ(x)dx and δWΛ denotes the Kronecker's delta. Hence,

in this special case the fundamental solution W(f) is given by

W{t)u = ΣΣ ^ " ^ y

, w = 1,2,
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